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Acupuncture and Sam & cloning Simulation, for which it is said cloning is from clone root. In biology science cloning is to duplicate a creature without having sexual relations that refers to embryo cultivation in the uterus, already that has been produced in the lab first. The cultivated cells or animal organs can be used as human organs, or we can convert the leftover healthy cells from a damaged organ to a complete organ through a genetic surgery. We can use the materials that the animals produce in their body in drug treatment, or in help of animal cloning we can save the animals which are going to be extinct. The use of duplicating process especially in animal can be endless. The cloning effect because of its negative consequences especially about the human has caused controversy which covers a variety of things including: ethical implications, the implications of identity, physical consequences, emotional outcomes, psychological consequences. Experiences have shown that even deviation from natural ducts will be having many problems. In fact, there are many danger effects in cloning that threatens mammal. The percentage of break is still high. The animal that stay alive and new born also face the lack of immune system, hurt problems, breathing problems, and other problems, defected body and this problems causes early death. Now the acupuncture abilities are done to anyone, in order to prevent and cure many diseases. This study is subjected to prove its ability to the cloning science, with help of medicine in three levels.

First level: In this level we are reinforcing and adjusting the energy channels of mother animals and its temperament and taking into the account for all the fundamentals of acupuncture including Yin and yang and charred and we make it ready for acceptance of fertilized cells.

Second level: In this level the pregnant animal is being cared to pass through pregnancy period with success of the medicine.

Third level: This level starts with new born simulator baby and care of its unique characteristic that has been said before, will be subjected under care and with acupuncture, the needed coordination will be passed with vital force, thus energy channels of new born will be preventing from many possible diseases.
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